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First explorations of bioelectricity and electricity generated by the heart 
 

Knowledge of bioelectricity started with the observation by L. Galvani in 1787 [1] that a frog muscle 
contracted when exposed to an electrical discharging process. Galvani postulated the idea of animal electricity, 
which was for a long time strongly opposed by Alessandro Volta. Only after the development of sensitive 
Galvanometers (Nobili in 1825 and others) it was possible to prove that there are charges and currents within the 
frog itself. Matteucci demonstrated in 1843 that also from the resting heart muscle electrical current could be 
measured [2]. DuBois-Reymond has investigated these Phenomena in more detail and introduced for the 
changing current associated with muscle contraction the term �action potential� [3]. An action current on the 
spontaneous beating heart associated with the systolic shortening of the myocard fibres has been first observed 
by Koelliker and Müller [4]. DuBois-Reymond developed - by applying a galvanometer - an instrument capable 
of delivery of stimulation pulses to muscles and measuring discharge currents in a shortly alternating modus. 
Because of its �flow slicing� it was called a �rheotome�. In 1878 Engelmann [5] was the first to present 
graphically the time course of the variations in electric potential of the frog heart obtained by Bernstein�s 
differential rheotome, a modification of the DuBois-Reymond instrument. The first to record electric potentials 
associated with the beating heart from the body surface was Augustus Desiree Waller in 1887 - 1888 [6]. 

Waller carried out his studies using the capillary electrometer invented by the French physicist Gabriel 
Lippmann in 1873 [7]. Figure 1 depicts the capillary electrometer. 

 
Fig. 1. The capillary electrometer as constructed by Lippmann in 1873. Its function is based on the principle of polarization 
and surface tension at the mercury-sulfuric acid interface. Electric potentials are sensed by the two wires connected with the 
sulfuric acid and with the mercury. If the potential difference changes, the mercury meniscus will be moving. The position 
of the meniscus could be observed by a microscope or be projected onto a screen. If that screen is covered with 
photosensitive material and the screen is moved perpendicular to the axis of the capillary, time varying potential differences 
may be seen on the photosensitive screen as function of the length (x-axis). The lower part of the figure shows three 
tracings: on top t a time marking at every 50 ms, in the middle the cardioscope recording and trace e is the electrometer 
recording. 



By means of the capillary electrometer Waller investigated systematically the potential distributions associated 
with the beating heart on man and animals. Figure 2 depicts a display from Waller�s original publication in 1887 
[6, 8]. 

 
Fig. 2. Distribution of negative and positive potentials on human and animal body surfaces. Waller even predicted the 
reversal of the electrical pattern in case of situs inversus [6, 7]. 
 

Between 1893 and 1896 George J. Burch and Willem Einthoven developed methods of calibrating and 
correcting records obtained from the capillary electrometer and predicted finally a signal shape which was close 
to the �true� ECG shape [9] (see Figure 3). Einthoven�s denomination of electrocardiographic waveforms is in 
use until today. 

 
Fig. 3. Electrocardiographic notation suggested by Einthoven, which resulted from his work with the capillary electrometer 
and which is very similar to that in use at present time (see Einthoven, W. [9]). 
 

It deserves our unrestricted admiration that and how these scientists (without the tools of modern systems 
theory) predicted the ECG signal just by �thinking� before its shape has been confirmed so brilliantly by the next 
generation of electrical measurement instruments. 



The Einthoven string galvanometer 
 

Einthoven was not satisfied with the sluggishness, its slow response time, and the poor accuracy of the 
Capillary electrometer. He therefore started in 1900 the development of a new galvanometer, which he described 
in detail in 1901, 1903 [10, 11]. He called it string galvanometer and its essential features were: 

a) A strong electromagnet with two pole pieces. 
b) A silver-coated quartz string with adjustable mechanical tension fixed between the pole pieces. 
c) Peepholes within the middle of the pole pieces for observation of the string position. 
d) By means of a system of condensing and projecting lenses a projection system was designed that would 

allow to produce a one-millimetre displacement of the shadow of a string on a screen scale if a current of 
10-11 A would flow through the string. The inertia of the string could be neglected, a settling time of less 
than 1 ms for a voltage step of ~ 2 mV can be estimated from Einthoven�s figures [11]. 

Figure 4 shows a schematic drawing from Einthoven [12] of the key parts of the string galvanometer. 

 
Fig. 4a (left side). Pole pieces of the electromagnet between which the silver coated quartz string is suspended. Fig 4b (right 
side). Sketch of the electromagnet with pole pieces and the �microscopes� for illumination and observation of the string. 
 

Figure 5 shows a photograph of the final string galvanometer [13]. 

 
Fig. 5. Einthoven String Galvanometer (from H.A. Snellen: Willem Einthoven - Father of Electrocardiography, Kluwer 
Academic Publishers, 1995, p 33 [13]). 



To produce a magnetic flux of more than 20,000 gauss Einthoven used an electromagnet. The high current 
necessary required that the whole magnet was covered by windings of a tube for water-cooling. 

The complete system for recording of electrocardiograms or other time-varying signals comprised the string 
galvanometer, an arch lamp, the projecting system, a timing system (a rotating bicycle wheel with spokes 
interrupting the light beam at regular times), and the falling glass plate camera. This first electrocardiograph of 
Einthoven weighted about 600 pounds and required five people for operation. Subsequently several companies 
started a redesign to make the system marketable. The most popular model was the first table electrocardiograph 
manufactured by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company in London (see Figure 6). 

 
Fig. 6. The first table-model Einthoven electrocardiograph manufactured by the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company 
of London in 1911. On the right hand side the arch lamp, in the centre on the table the string galvanometer, and below the 
switching board for the leads, next left to the camera the timer (rotating wheel with spokes), and on the left hand side the 
falling-plate camera (from Burch, De Pasquale, A History of Electrocardiography p 33 [14]). 
 

Using the Einthoven String Galvanometer Electrocardiographs fundamental research started by Einthoven 
himself, Sir Thomas Lewis, and many others to understand the electrographic signal at all [14]. In 1913 
Einhoven, Fahr, de Waart published a first summarizing fundamental paper: �Über die Richtung und die 
manifeste Größe der Potentialschwankungen im menschlichen Herzen und über den Einfluß der Herzlage auf die 
Form des Elektrokardiogramms�[15]. With this paper not only the first standards for ECG leads have been set 
but also the triumphant march of electrocardiography as a (noninvasive) tool for clinical heart function analysis 
started. Legitimately Einthoven was awarded with the Nobel Prize in 1924 for his discovery on the mechanism 
of the electrocardiogram. 
 
ECG recording with amplified signals 
 

After invention of the vacuum tube the small electrical signals from the heart could be amplified and the less 
sensitive, but more rugged, mirror galvanometer came into use. Already in 1928 Ernestine and Levine report in 
the American Heart Journal the use of vacuum tubes to amplify the electrocardiogram instead of the mechanical 
amplification of the string galvanometer [16]. In the same year Frank Sanborn�s company converts their table 
model ECG machine into their first portable version, weighing 50 pounds and powered by a 6 V automobile 



battery. Very soon the production of portable electrocardiographs started. One of the first amplifier type 
electrocardiographs in Europe was developed by Siemens and Halske in Germany in 1934 (see Figure 7). 

 
Fig. 7. Scheme of Electrocardiograph with vacuum-tube amplifier manufactured by Siemens in 1934. Right arm, left arm, 
and left leg are connected to a lead selector switch. The signal of the selected channel was amplified and fed into a mirror 
galvanometer. The light beam of this mirror galvanometer was projected onto a ground glass plate and recorded on a film 
cassette (from Burch, De Pasquale, A History of Electrocardiography p 51[14]). 
 

A further significant step was made after invention of the cathode ray tube. The cathode ray oscilloscope 
improved considerably the physical characteristics of ECG recording and new avenues for electrocardiographic 
research, e.g., vectorcardiography, were opened, Hollmann and Hollmann [17]. 

A technical breakthrough for wide application of electrocardiography in clinics and at general practitioners 
was the development of pen-writing (�direct writing�) instruments. A first system was developed by Duchosal 
and Luthi in Switzerland in 1932. This instrument was produced and marketed by the Hellige Instrument 
Company. Different principles were used for writing on paper such as the heated pen or the pigment writing 
system (Fritz Schwarzer Company 1946). The inertia of the penwriting systems has given rise to discussions 
about the fidelity of the ECG recordings. Therefore the later developed ink-jet writing system by Siemens Elema 
has reached high acceptance. This system has made possible the paper recording of signals with a frequency 
content up to 800 Hz and the Cardirex ECG portable series of electrocardiographs was very successful on the 
market. 

Later on, with introduction of the computers into electrocardiography write-out systems such as the thermal 
print head devices and in our days laser printers are replacing all of the conventional ECG recording systems. At 
this point recording time dependent signals without distortion is not anymore a problem. 
 
Electrode technology and ECG recording 
 

So far we have looked at the electrocardiogram as a phenomenon and we have looked at devices for display or 
recording without consideration of the problems associated with the pick-up of bioelectricity. Figure 8 shows a 
historical illustration how Waller in 1888 picked up the electromotoric forces of the human heart. 



 
Fig. 8. Subject connected to the capillary electrometer by means of pan electrodes (see Waller, A. D.: Introduction address 
on the electromotive properties of the human heart, Brit. M. J. 2:751, 1888). 
 

There is a basic difference in generation and representation of electrical signals in biological tissue and 
metallic conductors. In biological tissue electrical fields are generated by biochemical processes in which ions 
are separated, concentrated, and moved on account of thermodynamic forces, concentration gradients, or 
impressed electrical potential gradients. 

The problem in making electrical measurements from biological tissue is therefore that potential differences to 
be measured reside in an electrolytic medium while the measurement instruments are connected by metallic 
wires with electron conduction (Plonsey [18]). Figure 9 depicts schematically the electrode-electrolyte interface. 

 
Fig. 9. At skin electrode interfaces a transformation of electric conductivity has to take place. In electrolytes (e.g., body 
tissue), anions A- and cations K+ represent the current, but in electrical equipment (e.g., lead cables), electrons e- represents 
the current. Metal electrode and electrolyte form an electric half-cell with conductivity transformation and galvanic 
potentials. 
 

The transformation of electron conductivity into ion conductivity takes place by chemical reduction and 
oxidation reactions. 
 

K !" K+ + e- 
 

A- !" A + e- 
 

Electrical measurements are taken as potential differences between the two electrodes. Each measurement 
process includes two metal-electrolyte-skin interfaces developing electromotive forces of their own which 
interfere with the quantity to be measured. From the measurement point of view four effects are of importance: 



a) Open circuit offset voltage between electrodes. 
b) Polarization potentials of each electrode as a function of current and time. 
c) DC resistance arising from this skin electrolyte and electrode-electrolyte interfaces. 
d) Frequency dependant AC impedance arising from skin-electrolyte and electrode-electrolyte capacity 

double-layers. 
Extensive research was necessary in electrochemistry and physics to understand the behaviour of electrolytes, 

phase boundaries, electrical surface phenomena, etc., involved in biosignal pick up. Only after this research a 
purposive development of electrodes for low noise, high fidelity pick-up of bioelectric signals became possible. 

A complete model of the skin electrode interface and related problems has been published, e.g., by Glatzke 
[20] and others. Because of involved current dependent voltage sources, capacitances, and ohmic resistors this 
interface acts as a (non-linear) high pass filter. 

Specific electrode design and high input impedance amplifiers have contributed significantly to the acquisition 
of low distortion electrocardiograms. 

The next two figures show examples of a modern electrode design. It should be kept in mind that use of 
sophisticated acquisition and processing electronics is of no value if by old metal plate and rubber bulb cup 
electrodes the signals are primarily corrupted. 
 
Electrode design 
 

Increased accuracy requirements, and long-term application of electrodes for intensive care or ambulatory 
monitoring have resulted in two types of electrodes, which are shown on Figure 10 and 11. 

 
Fig. 10. It depicts an electrode, which is primarily used in short-term recordings for resting and exercise 
electrocardiography. The electrode is reliably held in place by vacuum produced by an air stream, which is generated in a 
small compressor and supplied through the lead cables. The little hole in the air stream tube produces the vacuum (like in 
Ventury pumps) as long as the air stream is maintained. Other systems produce the vacuum by a pump. Both of these 
systems are available on the market, however, their prices are sometimes higher than the prices for ECG amplifiers. 
 

Figure 11 depicts a fluid column (�floating� or �liquid junction� electrodes (Haggart and Gerbrands [21]). 



 

 
Fig. 11. The electrode element (Ag|AgCl sintered element) is recessed so that it does not come into contact with the skin 
itself. The cavity is filled with electrode paste or gel, which provides an electrolytic bridge between electrode and skin. In 
other models the distance between skin and electrode is maintained by an open foam disc placed over the contact area and 
saturated with electrolyte paste. 
 
Electrocardiography in the era of microelectronics 
 

Introduction of the semiconductor technology has also in electrocardiography accelerated dramatically the 
miniaturization. Computer application is not subject of this contribution, however, today already more than half 
of the marketed electrocardiographs are �computerized�. Very often now �stand-alone� ECG amplifiers � in size 
not much more than two cigarette packets � are used in connection with a PC. These amplifiers contain also 
analog to digital converters and transmit the digitised ECG signal often in form of infrared pulses through glass 
fibres or by �diffuse infrared transmission� without any cables to the PC driven optical sensor. The next figures 
12 and 13 show two samples of such a digitising stand-alone ECG amplifiers (there are many more on the 
market). 

 
Fig. 12. The left side amplifier appeared at the end of the 1980s on the market. It was built in Switzerland and transmitted, 
without a cable, infrared signals to a respective sensor card in a PC. Six 1.5 V cells power this device. The right hand side 
model with bi-directional communication capabilities needs only two 1.5 battery cells. 



 
Fig. 13. A view of the inner side of the two amplifiers. As can be seen the resistors, capacitors and ICs are still mounted on 
the surface (SMD-technology). Further miniaturization will follow by using Application Specific Integrated Circuits - 
�ASICs�. 
 
Summary 
 

Miniaturization in electronics will continue. Electrodes with built in amplifiers (�active electrodes�) have been 
developed already. Single-channel ECG amplifiers have been integrated into a wristwatch with the bottom and 
cap prepared as electrodes for pick up of Lead I. Multi-channel �personal� ECG devices with telecommunication 
capabilities for ambulatory monitoring and home care are designed, sometimes integrated into mobile phones. 

Not at least because of microelectronics electrocardiography will remain a key non-invasive functional health 
test and may move out from the physician�s office directly to the patient. 
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